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Letter 464
DREAM
The Cross And The Gold
2016-04-30
Dear Dan,
Thursday, 28 April 2016, 7AM.
(M) has been a member of the Lions Club for many years. The Lord used the social input
from her Lion’s membership during the Day of 7 as a means of comfort, since there were
many divisive inIluences at work in our house and marriage at that time. But the Holy
Spirit since then has used the passage of time to heal those wounds caused during the Day
of 7.
Last night I accompanied (M) in the Chrysler 300 to her twice monthly club meeting. I
normally don’t do this because I like to spend a little more time waking up at home before I
venture out. Then, on her meeting nights I would drive the Chevy S-10 to work. But the
truck is parked in the driveway until I can get it worked on. Last winter it started vibrating
at speed as I drove it. I thought it was caused by the studded tires. But after winter left and
I had the street tires put back on, the vibration remained. I am hoping it is no more than
worn U-joints or something. But until this gets Iixed, (M) and I are a “one-car family” for
the Iirst time in our marriage.
So, we decided I would drive us up to the local Truck Stop where the Lions meeting was
going to be held. That way I could have breakfast, and then after the meeting, I would just
drop (M) off at home and then leave straight-away for work. We arrived earlier than the
rest of the group so we could get our food order in early, and I could sip some coffee.
After people started to arrive and the usual Lions chit-chat began, I started to look around.
I noticed there were a lot of fat people, some of which would be considered obese. This
included a young man that was sitting at a booth adjacent to our table. He appeared to be
either very overweight, or at the early stages of obesity. But after our food arrived I paid
more attention to that than other things.
Later as the waitress started to clear our table of plates the young man started to get up out
from his booth to leave. While he was turning in his seat he came into a direct line of
eyesight with me. Then he pointed to me and said to the table in general that he really liked
my necklace, a cross, and then he showed us a tattoo on his arm, also a cross.
I could only give him the thumbs-up sign, since my mouth was full of food and beverage
while this exchange was occurring. But as he left I saw that he was wearing a shirt with the
Popeye’s Chicken logo on it. So I pretty much Iigured he was an employee of the Popeye’s
that is in the same building as the T/A (formerly Ken’s) Truck Stop restaurant.
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Last night at work I began to both inquire of the Lord and devise a plan of going back to
Ken’s to see if I could Iind the young man and give him one of our new Kingdom business
cards (see enclosed). The Lord gave me the “go ahead” to make the attempt.
Friday, 29 April 2016. 6AM.
Last night I left home a little early to see if I could Iind the young man that had mentioned
my cross at Ken’s. I arrived at Ken’s and walked into Popeye’s, and sure enough, I saw the
same man working at the checkout counter.
So I came and stood in line, and as soon as I got to the counter he looked up and upon
seeing my necklace mentioned again that he liked the cross. I then gave to him one of the
new Kingdom Business Cards that the Lord had given to us a couple weeks ago, saying that
it was important for him to see. I had also written on the back of the card these words:
LISTEN TO THE AUDIO.
Friday, 29 April 2016, 6AM. DREAM - GOLDEN BRACELETS
Yesterday (Thursday) I slept well. But I slept in two stages. I was awakened at 1PM from a
dream. Then I went back to sleep, hoping I could return and stay in the the dream because
it was so nice.
I DREAMED THAT:
I had arrived at a House where there were a lot of Young People, Young Men and Women,
lined up to get into the House. I was able to walk past the line-up, through the front door
and into the kitchen, where there was a group of Young People who had already made it
into the House.
All the Young People were Happy and had a Joyful demeanor. But what was really
interesting was that every one of the Young People had the same bracelet on their right
wrist. These were made of the brightest gold, which gleamed with a light of their own.
Each bracelet was comprised of three circlets of PURE GOLD, sparkling brightly with light of
their own.
END OF DREAM.
After I woke up the second time and got to a point where I could inquire of the Lord, He
began to explain the dream to me.
Earlier in the day, after I got home from work, but before retiring to bed, I had called Pastor
(CB5) of (U3) Church. I wanted to get the contact information of a guest that was
ministering at his Church the previous weekend. But I could tell while we were talking that
(CB5) was getting fatigued of hosting church services in his house, especially having to “do
everything”, as he put it, when I mentioned how much I appreciated the on-demand audio
and video streaming that he does of the services. After we hung up I referred both he and
myself, and our conversation, to Jesus.
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The dream was the Lord’s response to my prayer, saying that He had sent a host of angels
(the Young People) to (CB5) and the Church, bringing Gold with them from Heaven. The
Gold will help provide for extra help in the Church. The Right Wrist indicates how
important (CB5) and (U3) is to Jesus, and the Three circlets comprising one bracelet speak
of the Trinity. The Young People speaks of the Strength of Youth, and how this will also be
poured out on Pastor (CB5) and his Household.
This also speaks of the Next Generation of Jesus People who will be streaming into the
House of God in the times and generations to come.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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